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Introduction
When a compact Lie group acts on a manifold M, some of the topological properties of A4 are determined by those of the singular set C associate to the action or by the behaviour of the action near C. For instance, if M is compact, the Euler-Poincare characteristics of M and C coincide. In this paper G is a compact Lie group of dimension r acting smoothly on a smooth manifold M of dimension IZ and the singular set C is the set of those points x E M whose isotropy subgroups G, have dimension at least one. Therefore the action of G is almost free on the complement of C in M. The first theorem we prove, Theorem 1 in Section 2, says that a G-invariant neighbourhood of C in M is completly determined by the G-vector bundle n = rMlz, If G is a torus we characterize in this paper the G-vector bundles y: E 1 C, appearing as restriction to its singular set C, of the tangent bundle of some smooth G-manifold. Thus we consider, in Section 4, a topological space C, a vector bundle ye on C of rank n, which plays the role of zM 1 z, and a torus G of dimension r acting on ye. Then we construct, under some natural restrictions on (C, y, G), a smooth manifold M of dimension n and a smooth action of G on M, such that the singular set of the action of G on M is Z and ye coincides with rMIZ, see Theorem 2 in Section 5. Therefore, we obtain that (C, v] , G) is the local model for the singular set of the action of a torus G on a smooth manifold. Furthermore, if C is compact, the manifold M can be chosen to be compact. This manifold M is not unique but, for instance, its Euler-Poincare characteristic and, if M is compact and oriented, all its Pontrjagin numbers are completly determined.
On the other hand, we can construct a certain chain complex over the reals, using only the inner structure of the G-space C such that, if H',(C) denotes the corresponding homology, one has a generalized
Thorn isomorphism, T: H',(C) + H"-*(M, M -1).
In case M is compact and oriented H',(C) is isomorphic to the singular homology of C with real coefficients and T is Alexander-Lefschetz duality, see [4] . This allows us to regard in Section 6 the residual homomorphism associate to v] as a linear map Res: SymP(Sk,,), -+ H;_,,(C), such that for any smooth n-dimensional manifold M admitting a smooth action of G, with singular set C and q = THIS, the following diagram commutes for 2p > n -r:
Hzp(M, M -C).
Here C.W. denotes the Chern-Weil homomorphism. Finally in Section 7 we give an example to illustrate all the above constructions.
The general case
Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on the smooth manifolds M, M', with singular sets C, C', respectively. is smooth and dq coincides with the restriction of @ to the tangent bundle of F, (M) .
We then have the following theorem. 
The residual map
Let G be a compact Lie group of dimension r acting smoothly on a smooth manifold M of dimension ~1, and let C be its singular set. 
(U). u3z
Finally if we compose the above map with the isomorphisms
l@ H:,:.(U) + l)m (15 HZp(M, M -C)) + H*p(M, M -C), u=z clzz cccl
we obtain, by definition, the residual map
It is clear that the Chern-Weil homomorphism for 2p > n -r,
is the composite of Res and the natural map Hzp(M, M -C) + Hzp(M).
Observe that the residual map Res only depends on the G-vector bundle 17 = r&. In fact, by using Theorem 1 we obtain a commutative diagram
Res. ~ he, H'"(M, M -C) -+ HZp(M', M' -C')
if G acts on M, M' with rMlz z rM,Iz, as in Section 2.
In particular observe that the characteristic classes of degree greater than IZ -r of a smooth manifold M, acted on by a compact Lie group G of dimension I, only depend on the restriction of the tangent bundle to its singular set and the action of G on that bundle.
The local model for a toral action
In this section we introduce some notation and specify the hypotheses we need for the validity of Theorem 2. Our purpose is to describe the G-vector bundle rMlz without any mention of the manifold M, for the particular case of G being a torus.
Our local model for a toral action at the singular set consists of an oriented G-vector bundle of rank n, q : E 1 C, having as base a Hausdorff, second countable space C. We assume that G is an r-dimensional torus acting continuously from the left both on E and C so that n is equivariant, G preserves the orientation, the action of G on E is effective, i.e. the unit element of G is the only one fixing all points in E, and the action of G on C is singular, i.e. there is no orbit of dimension r. Let $9 be the family of subtori appearing as l-component of isotropy subgroups for the action of G on Z:. If H E 9, F, denotes the fixed point set for the induced action of H on C. It is a closed subset of C with all its connected components G-invariant.
Let % be the family of all connected components of F, for all H E 9. It is clear that % is a convering of C and the intersection of any two members of % is union of members of %. Let S(F) be the maximum subtorus in 3 fixing F, for each F E 9. We assume that if the isotropy subgroup G,, for z E E, is not finite, there exists then F E P such that
Z(Z) E F and GZ =) S(F).
We suppose that the restriction yak of the bundle r) to each FE 9 is a smooth G-vector bundle, i.e. we suppose that F and C' (F) are smooth manifolds such that TC and the action of G on qF are smooth, and qF has a smooth trivializing system. We further assume that whenever F c F', F, F' in 9, then F is a smooth submanifold of F'. In particular, n-l(F) is also a smooth submanifold of K-'(F').
Observe that S(F) induces representations on the fibres of qF. Define then cp&) = JS(F) azda, for each z E n-'(F).
We obtain clearly a G-equivariant smooth endomorphism of qF such that qn,(az) = (Pi for all a E S(F) and cps = cp. In particular, 'pp has constant rank, the kernel and image of (Pi are smooth subbundles of yp and we have the canonical G-invariant decomposition qF = Ker (Pi @Im qDF with Kercp,= {zEC~ (F)laz = z for all a E S(F)}. Finally we assume that Ker (Pi = rF, the tangent bundle of F, and the action of G on rF is induced by the action of G on F. We write 11~ = Im (Pi and so we have canonical G-invariant decompositions qF = rF 0 vF, for each F E 8. The representations of S(F) on the fibres of vF are equivalent since they all have the same character, namely rank (pp. Therefore, the canonical decomposition of the representation of S(F) on each fibre induces a canonical decomposition v,=v;o... @VgF', where each v$ is a G-invariant vector bundle. We also set vg = rF and so we can write qp = @ zf', ~2..
If F c F', F, F' in 9, we have S(F) 1 S(F') and the restriction of vi, to F, k = 0, . . . , t(F'), is a sum of some of the bundles v{. In particular, rFslF = rF@vFF', where vFF. is a sum of some bundles vi.
Observe that we can define complex structures on each vi, k # 0, such that the representation of S(F) on vi is given by a~ = Ii(u)u, for a Lie group epimorphism ik,:S(F) ---) S', and the action of G on vi is complex.
The above complex structures are unique up to conjugation and clearly can be chosen in a compatible way, i.e. if F c F', F, F' in 9, and &/F = @je,rvg for some subset J c (1, . . , t(F)), then A$, is the restriction of A$ to S(F') and the complex structures on !$IF is the sum of the complex structures on the bundles vL,jEJ.
Remarks. (a) f(F) 2 dim S(F) for each F E 9.
(b) rank vF = n -dim F and the dimension of the total space of VF is rr for all F E 9. (4 c F, _ F~FsJF is a direct sum of rF and some i$. Therefore, it is a vector bundle over F. This bundle coincides with qF if dim S(F) 2 2 and coincides with rF if dim S(F) = 1. In fact, choose x E F with G: = S(F) and let z be an element of the total space of vk,, k # 0, such that n(z) = x. If dim S(F) 2 2, then dim GZ 2 1 and so, by hypothesis, there exists F' E 9 such that x E F' and G, 2 S(F'). Therefore, z E T,(F') and we have F' I F, since x E F n F' and S(F') c S(F) = Gz. If, instead, dims(F) = 1, then G, is finite and so z$ T,(F') for any F' 2 F. 
((z,z'),(i,p))x2 = ((z,uz'),(b%, a-'bp))x2.
Let y: E 1 C be the G-vector bundle, where E is the space obtained from E" x (0, 1,2} by identifying according to the following G-equivariant isomorphisms of complex vector spaces, and n is the obvious projection. 
Existence of a G-manifold with the given model
Let q : E 1 C be a G-bundle satisfying the hypotheses of Section 4. Theorem 2 then reads as follows:
Theorem 2. There exists a smooth manifold M, together with a smooth action of G, such that ye is G-equivariantly isomorphic to the restriction of the tangent bundle of M to the singular set of the action of G on M. Furthermore, if C is compact, M can be chosen to be compact.
We need first the following technical theorem, where 7~~: NF + F, respectively irF : NFF, -+ F, denotes the projection, total space and base of vF, respectively VFF', for F E 9, respectively F c F' in F-.
A technical theorem. There exist G-equivariant smooth maps I/IFF, : NF + NFS, F c F', F and F' in 9, such that each $FF, is a difleomorphism onto its image, is the identity on nF,l(F) = NF n NF,, and satisfies the following four properties.
(9 *F,F-' $FF ' whenever F c F' c F", F, F', F" in 9. 
Observe that tjFFs(NFF,) = tjFF,(NF) n F', since NFFZ is the submanifold jixed by S(F') in N,,, here F' is identijed with its image under the zero-cross section in NFS. Set u FF, = IC/FF*(NF) n F' and pFF> = nFo$F;.! : UFF, -+ F. It is a G-tubular neighbourhood of F in F'.
(
ii) 7r;, 1 (U FF,) = $FF,(NF), and we have a vector bundle isomorphism
(iii) If F c F", F' c F", F n F' = 0, then UFF" n UFsF" = 8, for F, F', F" in 9 . Proof of Theorem 2. Let M be the space obtained from the disjoint union (see Fig. 1 ) ofthe NF, for all F E %, by identifying NF with its image in Nk under the isomorphism * FF,, whenever F c F', F, F' in 9. M is then an n-dimensional smooth manifold which is covered by open sets diffeomorphic to NF, for all F E %. The only point one has to check is that M is Hausdorff, but this can be observed easily by using the above theorem.
M inherits a G-action, since each tiFFS is G-equivariant and so we have a canonical G-equivariant inclusion C-M such that each F E % is a closed submanifold of M. It is clear that C coincides with the singular set of the action of G on M, since if z E M, for instance z E NF, with dim G, 2 1, there exists then F' E % with F' I> F such that z E T,(F') for x E F. Therefore, z E NFF, and so $rr,(z) E F' c C.
On the other hand, 5WIF = rNPIF = rF@vF = nF. (b) For the construction below we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3. Let t: E 1 B be a smooth G-vector bundle, G a compact Lie group, and suppose B c C c U c E, where B is identified with its image under the zero-cross section, C is a G-invariant closed neighbourhood of B, U is a G-invariant open neighbourhood of B. Further assume that C n J--' (x) is compact and U n Z-'(X) is starlike, for each x E B. There exists then a G-invariant smooth map i: E + R" such that the restriction of ,J to C is 1 and q: E -+ E given by q(z) = ~(z).z is a G-equivariant difleomorphism onto U.
Proof. To prove this lemma, choose first a G-invariant Riemannian metric on 4 such that C c D, c D, c U, where D1, D2 denote the disc bundles of radii 1 and 2 respectively. Choose then a G-invariant smooth function g : U + 58 such that g is zero on D 1 and g restricted to U n nn-' (x) is proper for all x E B. Observe that the vector field X = e- (zg) for the members F' of 9, such that F c F', but no other member F" of 9 satisfies F c F" c F', and then extending inductively to the other members of 9 containing F, by using the previous lemmas.
(d) Finally, a step by step procedure, using again the lemmas above, gives the required construction. 0
Observe that Theorem 1 proves the local uniqueness of the previous construction.
The residual map for a toral action
Let y: E 1 C be a G-bundle satisfying the hypotheses of Section 4, for G a torus. We also keep the same notation.
We recall first the construction of a chain complex (A',(C), d) associate to the G-space C, whose homology, H',(C), is isomorphic to H"-*(M, Denote by H',(C) the homology of the chain complex (A',(C), d), where d is induced by the usual exterior derivative.
We proceed now as follows: Choose a G-manifold M with a family of tubular neighbourhoods UF as in We can define then a residual map, Res': SymP(Sk,,), --t Hk_,,(C) as the composition of wc' and the generalized Thorn isomorphism Proof. Let M and M' be two smooth G-manifolds containing C as its singular set and such that the restriction of their tangent bundles to C coincide with il. We know that we can choose a system of G-tubular neighbourhoods { UF}FES, {LIZ},,, and a G-equivariant diffeomorphism f: U = uFUF + U' = u,UZ such that f(U,)
= Ub, for all F E 9. The commutativity of the following diagram finishes the proof:
Finally, it is clear that the following diagram commutes where Res is the residual map defined in Section 3, SymP(SkRm)I "t'/ yy
H2p(M, M -C) s H;_,,(C)
if G acts on M with q E rMIZ. 0
Remark. The result above can be generalized easily for characteristic classes of principal bundles. Let ye be as above and assume that 9' is a principal bundle with structure group K and base C, acted on by the torus G. We can obtain then a residual map Res : SymP(K), + H,_ 2p(C), for 2p > n -r, where SymP(K), denotes the algebra of ad-invariant multilinear symmetric functions in the Lie algebra K of K.
Example
For our example in Section 4, we can construct the manifold M in the following way.
LetF,=@P'x0,F,=@P'x1andF,=@P1x2.Then~={A,B,C,F,,F,,F,}. We define 
